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The city of Murray appointed Danny
Hudspeth as the new mayor at the city
council meeting last Thursday.
According to murrayky.gov. Hudspeth
will carry out the remainder of the late H.
Tom Rushing's mayoral term, which ends
Dec. 1, 2010.
Rushing died unexpectedly Sept. 8. Hudspeth
served as mayor pro tempore after Rushing's
death.
Matt Mattingly, director
of administration for Murray, said Hudspeth was
appointed to temporary
Danny
posltaon because he
Hudspeth received the most votes in
Murray Mayor the last city council elcc·
tion. He bas served on the
city council for 20 years.
Hudspeth, a Murray State alum, is the
first African-American Murray mayor. This
fall s under a time when the United States is
directed by the first African-American
president.
University President Randy Dunn said he
expects Mayor Hudspeth and Murray State
to have a strong relationship.
"The university will be supportive of him
and continue to work with him and the city,
just as we have done before," Dunn said.
••These kinds of relationships ~fe bigger
than one person, and the university and the
city have .s uch a great track record of working together."
Hudspeth said his transition to his new
position is going smoothly.
"We have a great work staff," Hudspeth
said. "They are very confident."
Rather than making goals for a drastic
change to Murray, he said he just wants to
make subtle changes.
Hudspeth said his main goal is to fulfill
the next lS months of Rushing's term and to
keep Murray functioning the way it is.
Contact Cash at laura.cash@ murraystate. edu.
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Citizens of' Trigg County, Ky., voted in 11
special option electi()n Tuesday to repeal
prohibition.
Wuh 5;294 votes. 51 percent of the r~s
tered Tria voters turning out. The resul~
were 2,66S for. 2,629 against. The 14 voting
predncts in tbe ~nty were split in bait,
with 7 voting for and 7 voting against.
"Grow Trigg" is the group that advocated for the vote, gathmng over 1,800 valid
signatures to force the vote.
After initial rejection due to an innfliclent number of valid petition signatures.
Murray's •Keep it Loclll" group is now circulating a petition for a local option vote
April 6, 2010.

Phot<> illustration by Jordie Oetkl!n!The News

Gimme a Break!
Faculty discuss extended Fall Break
AsbleeCobb
Staff writer
Fnculty, staff and students voted
unanimously last spring semester for a
one-day extension of Fall Break beginning in 2010 if passed.
Jay Morgan, professor of agriculture
and faculty regent to the Board of
Regents, formally recommended the
extension to University President
Randy Dunn earlier this week.
"President Dunn will ultimately
make the final decision," Morgan said.
"Over the past two weeks, we have
mentioned the extension vocally, but
now it will be put into writing."
Faculty and students already have a
three-day weekend for Fall Break,
Morgan said, but everyone agreed to
add an extra day for the upcomiiag
year.
"I think it would be a win-win for the
students and faculty," Morgan said.
"The students and faculty were unanimous in their votes. Everyone agreed
to the expansion."
Students and staff currently get the
break near the beginning of October
with classes canceled Friday. Morgan
said.
Faculty Senate is suggesting starting
Fall Break on a Wednesday, be said,
and make up for it by starting the fall
semester on a Tuesday rather than a
Wednesday.
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ning of the semester which would conflict with the extension.

Decisions about holiday and break
extensions for faculty, staff and students are ultimately made on an
administrative level, Dunn said.
Lillie Holcomb, senior from Paris,
Tenn., said she thinks the addition is a
g{)(,ld idea. Beginning the semester a
day earlier would not make a great difference, she said.
"I will graduate before the change
would take place,'" Holcomb said. "But
it is still a good idea to give current
students and professors that extra day
off from work and classes to spend
with their families and friends."
An extra day of Fall Break would
allow more time for relaxing. Holcomb
said, but also for much-needed studying for some students.
"Many teachers like to give out tests
when everyone comes back from
break." Holcomb said, "so it would give
students a small break but also more
time for studying, especially since we
don't get another break from classes
until Thanksgiving."
For more information about the
upcoming 2009-2010 academic year go
to murraystate.edu/ rcgistrar/ content
/ webcalbydate.htm.For more information about Faculty Senate visit murraystate.cdu/provost
Contact Cobb at ashlee.cobb@
murraystate.edu.

•

Council releases university enrollment figures
Mia Walters
Editor· in-Chief

Partly Cloudy

11\is would give staff, faculty and
students a small break," Morgan said.
"It would be great if the Calloway
County and Murray Independent
School Systems would get on board
with this Fall Break schedule. That way
faculty and staff with children in the
school systems would get a break
together."
Dunn said the request being made by
the Faculty Senate is similar to the proposal made by Staff Congress for a full
two weeks off for holiday break which
will include Dec. 21 to the 23.
"Once that request comes up, then
we can start working that through Stu•
dent Affairs and a few other offices, to
get those discussions started," Dunn
said. "From there we can work toward
some final determination,"
The problem with the various extensions, Dunn said,,is the length of class
time of each semc.."Ster.
"One of the difficulties we have now
is to meet our minimum :number of
instructional days under our accreditors," Dunn said. "We would have to
make up those days somewhere. One
of the things I would like for the senate
to do is to propose (in writing) how we
do that."
The number of days per semester to
remain accredited is not the only problem with break extensions, Dunn said.
Organizations such as Student Affairs
have planned activities at the begin-

The Kentucky Council on Postsecondary Education
announced Monday the estimated undergraduate enrollment at Murray State is down 0.1 percent, while gradu·
ate enrollment is up 0.9 percent. Murray State is the only
university reporting an undergraduate decline.
Total enrollment at Murray State is estimated at
10,030, n 0.1 percent increase from 2008, according to the
report.
University President Randy Dunn said these numbers
arc subject to change.
"We have a few more programs that will get started
mid-semester, and we have online students who will add
to this as well," he said. "We have not purged enrollments for those students who haven't paid bills, so we'll
lose some because of that. These numbers will be shifting back and forth over the next month."
Dunn said the University will report official enrollment numbers to the Council on Postsecondary Education Oct. 26.
"We're keeping our fmgers crossed," Dunn said. "If we
can stay steady or close to steady, given the economy,
we'll probably be happy with it."
Administrators are researching reasons for reduced
retention, which Dunn said appears to be driven by the
economy.

Undergraduate Admission at a Glance

Actual1999

Actual 2008 Estimatl!d Z009
l~tormsUon

Goal 2012
courtesy or cpe ky.qov

"I'll be particularly watching to see if the changes we
made in the Uxl2 initiative have taken an effect, and if
those seem to be working in terms of freshman, international and graduate enrollments, I'll feel pretty good
about that," he said. "From there we need to look at
retention of students, because that's where they seem to

be leaking out of the pipeline right now."
The Uxl2 (U,OOO students by 2012 goal) is an initiative in response to the statewide goal to double the number of degree holders by 2020.
This initiative was outlined in "The Presidents Directive Regarding Changes to Enrollment Management
Functions" of April 2008. It included the combination of
the admissions and scholarship offices Into one office,
moving some graduate student enrollment responsibilities to the Office of the Provost, as well as several othe.r
initiatives.
According to Monday's report, total enrollment in
Kentucky public and independent universities has
reached a record high of 254, S60 students this fall.
"This growth in enrollment, is a very welcome development," Bob King, president (?f the Council on Postsecondary Education, said. "It is rlow our challenge to support these new students with\adequate faculty, career
advisors, and available courses so they can earn the
degrees they seek. All of this ~odes well for enhancing
the Commonwealth's econom1c recovery, creating the
best educated and best trained workforce, exactly what
21st century employers are looking for."
Official numbers for fall enrollment will be available
from the Council in January 2010.
To view the full report, or find other information, go
to cpe.ky.gov.
Contact Walters at mia.walters@murraystate.edu.
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This week

Oct. 7-9
10 a.m. Homecoming king and
queen elections;
Curris Center
Dance lounge;
must have Racercard to vote

•<4 p.m. ApJ)Ji~~ltlOirul fo,r•Omk:roo
Delta Kappa

Mfaksoffke
•7 p.m. Volleyball vs. University
Tea.nessee-Martin; Racer

of

I ,Al"fi:JW,

free

p.m. "Boron: The .Smartesl
Guys•lntbe 'Rt)om:• Curris Center
'l."he~t~. free til publit

If you would like an
event to appear in the
This Week section. fill
out a form in the Murray
State News office at 1ll
Wilson Hall, fax to 8093175 or e-mail information
to
thenews@murraystate.edu.
Please submit events
by noon on Wednesdays. We cannot guarantee all items received
will be published.

p.:m. JlC\ ~Mason Hall

•4 p.m. TJ"aditional Karate
meeting; carr Health racqu.etbaU
Auditoiiuiil
ot6 p.m. •aey Coach;" The Bia courts 4 and S
~ple Cafe: join a coach and a stu- •4 p.m. Leadership Workshop
Series; tips on dit'ferent leaderdent atblete for questions
-6:3o p.m. Free-Thlnket · SocietY $hip topics; Curtis Center, C~
meeting; Wells Hall room317
e5 p.m. CAB meeting: Currls Cen•600 p.m. ~lly dancing: Old Firut ter Tennessee Room; open to the
public
Arts Dance Studio
•7:30 p.m. The Avett Brothers •5:30 p.m. Murray State Students
coru:ert: Lovett Auditorium, $24

Police Beat
Sept. 24
6:34 a.m. A caller from the
Wellness Center requested
Emergency Medical Services
for a female subject who
fainted on the sec;ond floor
rrack. Emergency Medical
services was notified and
transported the subject to the
emergency room.
1~6 p .m. An officer issued a
parking citation to a vehicle
parked on the sidewalk outside of White College.
11:44 p.m. Murray State police
issued a citation to a juvenile ·
by the Main Street parking lot
for possession of alcohol by a
minor and receiving stolen
property under $500.

Sept.2S
l-()8 a.m. Mun-ay State police
arrested
Christopher L,
Williams, nonstudent 'from

for Ufe meeting; Curris Center
Mississippi Room

Murray, for driving with a
suspended license for previously driving under the influence.
5:09 a.m. A student entered
Regents College lobby and
refused to show identification. The student then threatened a female student. An
officer located the subject in a
room with alcohol. The oncall residence director was
notified. and the alcohol violation was turned over to
Housing. An officer took a
report.
8:18 p.m. An officer checked
on a vehicle at the Hamilton
Field parking lot. A male and
female were sitting in the
vehicle, and the officer asked
them to move. The subjects
said they would comply.

Sept. 26
3~3

a.m. A caller from Elizabeth College said someone

urinated in the elevator. The
residence director was notified, and the caller was
referred to Housing.
3:44 a.m. A caller from Elizabeth College reported an elevator not working. Central
Plant was notified.
11:16 a.m. A caller from Wilson
Hall reported tool marks on
the computer lab door. An
officer found small marks but
could not tell when they
occurred. No entry to the lab
was gained. The officer took
an informations report.

Sept.27
2:42 a.m. An officer assisted
Murray police with a fight at
Campus Suites. The officer
said the fight was over upon
officer arrival. Officers stayed
until the people left the area.
An officer took a report.
9:58 p.m. A caller from
Springer College reported

2009 Homecoming Coon

money stolen from the room.
An officer took a report for
theft by unlawful taking
under $500.
11:40 p.m. A caller from Roy
Stewart Stadium parking lot
reported a Life Flight helicopter would land in 25-30
minutes. Officers were notified. Central Plant was notified to shut down stadium
lights.

"'!moD: 'I1Ie Smartest
c;uy. 1D tbe Room"
(USA):
Oct. 8-10
*Pires OD tbe PlaiD"
(Japan):
Oct.lS-17
Movies bepn ar 7:30 p.m.
in the Curris Centu Tbearer. Admls$ion is free.

Sept. Z1

Sept.28
8:04 a.m. A caller from the
Curris Center said a student
was sick. The student was
transported to the emergency
room by a parent prior to officer arrival.
l -()2 p.m. A caller from Main
Street reported a dog running
down the road. Animal control was notified.
7'Ul p.m. A caller at Springer
College requested the lights
at the basketball court to be

Now Playing
Cinema International

turned on. Central Plant was
notified.

Sep~.29

' 1

12:52 a.m. A caller from Hart
College said skateboarders
were in the are:~. The subjects
left when an officer arrived.
1 p.m. A caller from the Biology Building reported an item
stolen from a truck bed. An
officer took a report for theft
by unl.awful taking 1under
$500.

5:10 p.m. A caller from College Courts reported a vehicle
in the caller•s parking space.
An officer issued a citation.
Motorist assists - 0
Racer escorts - 0
Arrests - 1
News Editor Laura Cash
compiles Police Beat with
materials provided by Public
Safety. Not all dispatched
calls are listed.

Pagliaii Pizza
Pizza &ltatian RBstaorant

Voted Murray's Best Pizza
Full Menu & Buffet
Wi-fi now available
•

Wednesday Spaghetti Special
Medium Spaghetti $2.97
Add a drink 99¢
Lunch & Dinner (Dine-in only)

..
r.
i

970 Chestnut St. • Murray, KY 42071 • (270) 753-2975
www.pagliaispizzaofmurray.com

r

f

Jonathan Jones, Tyler Brockman, Cameron Gish,
Alex Kursave, Travis Taylor
Kirby O'Donoghue, Joanna Smith, Linda Dinhl
Shelia Wilson, Kelly Dick
Vote October 7J 8, 9 in the Curris Center Dance
Lounge 9 am to 4 pm

MUST HAVE MSU ID TO
VOTE
,.~
.......
I'

ALONG WITH A WIDE VARIETY OF MICROBREWS IN BOTTLES, WE ARE
NOW SERVING MICROBREWS O N TAP.
Co ME CHECK O UT O UR OCTOBERFEST.
BIGAPPLEMURRAY.COM

uc.bu
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Globalp
helps graduates
discover careers·
Elaina Deren
Staff writer
A national program called Going Global gives students job
opportunities while they enjoy a location outside of the American
boundaries.
According to goinglobal.com, Going Global is the leading
provider of both country-specific and USA city specific career
and employment information.
"There arc at least 30 countries involved with this program,"
Ross Meloan, director of career services, said.
Going Global was recently introduced to Murray State, Meloan
said.
The Web site lists all participating countries, including Argentina, Australia, Austria, Belgium, Brazil, China, France, Germany,

3a

India, Irdand, Italy, Japan, Korea, South Africa. Spain, Switzer·
land, the United Kingdom and the United States.
"We will final!>· have an international resource that provides
timely, accurate and most of all. reliable information about positions of employment and internships in not only the United States
but also internationally," Mcloan said.
Career Services is !'elling up the prugtam and the l'ampus' Web
site so students can obtain more inf1)rmntion.
"Any MSU student can applf, once we get the program up and
running," Meloan said.
The Web site lists many services, such as job search tools,
employment trends in major induStries. executive recruiters and
staffing agency contacts, work permit rC!,'lllations, salary ranges,
professional and social networking groups, rcsuml' writing guidelines and interviewing and cultural advice.
The program differs fwm studying at.roctd by giving students a
chance to work in a new setting and learning a new culture,
Meloan said. The study abroad program gives students a chance.
to take classes in a differl!nt country and meet new people from
schools all over the United States.
"The Going Global Web site provides a resoun:c regarding
information about internships and t•mpluymcnts that (Murray
State has not) had access to before," Mcloan said. "These will be
full-time positions uf employment. They arc defmed by the
employer. They range from three to four months, to over a year
according to one resource I've seen in the system."
From the Web site students can purchase career guides for
$19.95. The guides contain employment resources and explanations on types of jobs in various counlril·s. C:trcc~ guides at avail·
able for all the countries in the proJgram. F1Jr the United States,
there is a career guide per city involved. Some of these cities
include New York. Nashville, Philadelphia, St. louis, Boston and
Hartford. A full list is on the Web site.
Contact Deren at clnina.deren@murraystntc.cdu

Griffo promoted to executive director
has a larger focus, Griffo
said she will continue to
maintain the committed
relationships that have
Griffo
was
Kim
been
established
named
Executive
Director of the Intema·
between the college
and community.
tiona! Town and Gown
"University towns need
Association,
Peter
Knudsen, president of
this sort of organization
because they arC! so difInternational Town and
ferent from every other
Gown. said Sept. 22.
ITGA brings practi· Kim Griffo town," Griffo said.
Griffo said Murray's
tioners together from
Executive
varying fields, commu- Director, Town postttve Town and
nity partners and stuand Gown
Gown environment and
commitment to work
dents to become a network of resources for common
together received attention
from the association, which
issues between institu tions of
higher Learning and the comgained her consideration for
the executive director posimunities in which they reside,
tion.
Griffo said.
Griffo also said much of her
Griffo has served as the
Town and Gown Coordinator
success is because of the sup·
port of several people includfor Murray State University
since 2005, two years after
ing the late Mayor Rushing
and University P resident
Munay State became a partic·
ipant in the organization.
Randy Dunn.
Although her position now
"We're really excited for

Stephanie Steele

Contributing writer

Kim," Dunn said. "1 think il's a
great opportunity for h1.•r per·
sonally. but it also spc.tks to
the good support we've had
and the success we've had
with our own Town and
Gown. We think this will give
us an opportunity to increase
l\Ur partnerships with uther
citi(~s. and that will benct1t the
university."
Griffo organized the fourth
annual Best Practices Conference in Building University
and City RelatiMs, which
Murray hosted lust summer.
With the help of other~. Griffu
said she was able to raise $1.5
million for the community.
Griffo said she and ITGA
have several projects lined up
including an exchange program involving all of the uni·
versity participant'S·rrin the
association.
Griffo said they arc :tlready
planning a visit to Clemson
University in South Carolina,

which is thl' top public ITGA
uniVl'rsity.
Many other projects will
center around adopting new
meJia practices and planning
for the next conference, which
will be held at the University
of lowa, Griffo said.
Griff{, said the new mt>dia
pr;Jcticcs will help rcnch
another goal of ITGA, which is
to have more student involvement.
"We need students," Griffo
said. "(They] arc important
becausl' without them, the
organiLation wouldn't exist."
Griffo abo said working
with students is her favorite
p~m of her job, and what feels
the most rewarding to her.
Griffo said she b grateful for
the suppon she has received
from the colk·gc and the com·
munity in order to keep the
ITGA successful and growing.
Contact Steele at stcphnnit!,
srecle(@murmystatc.edu.

Banner lacks online
voting component
Casey Thornton
Contributing writer
Although the new Banner system offers services like
online scheduling, paying and billing, it cannot access
customized Personal Identification Number options
like online voting.
Kara Mantooth, president of the Student Govern·
ment Association, said having no online voting affected
freshmen senate elections this year. She said few freshmen actually took the time to come to the Curris Cen·
ter and vote.
The SGA freshmen senate elections had a smaller
voter turnout than normal, reporting only 83 votes,
which is lower than last year's number of 221 voters,
Morgan said.
''You're going to have to come to the Curris Center
and vote in person," Morgan said, "and you may have to
stand in lint•. It is a time and logistics problem as Wt<ll."
The usc of paper ballots until a solution is found will
affect the entire student body, Morgan said. This
includes students in extended campuses, since all Murray State students are eligible to vote in the elections.
SGA is currently addressing how extended campus
students are to vote if voting takes place in the Curris
Center. Morgan said.
There arc also concerns about how elections in the
near futurt< will unfold without online voting, Morgan
said. She expects fewer students will vote in the coming
elections, even at big events like Homecoming.
"The online voting system that we have had in the
past was developed by Murray State programmers to
work with our PIN system," Linda Miller, chief jnfor·
mation officer of information systems, said. "The PIN
system was mainframe-based and relied upon Social
Security numbers to identify members of the campus
community."
Banner uses M·numbers to identify campus users
instead of social security numbers, Miller said.
"This is a safer, more secure way to protect personal
identity and has many other advantages for the university," Miller .said.
Murray State programmers worked on numerous
customized programs including online voting for the
PIN system. Miller said: however, these old customized
programs do not function with the new Banner system.
Now that Murray State can no longer utilize these
programs new programs, new programs arc needed,
Miller said. Don Robertson, vice president for Student
Affairs, and Morgan have formed a committee to
review products and programs to sec which meet Murray State's needs best.
The committee aims to choose a functional program
in time for the spring SGA elections in April, which will
allow for online voting, Miller said.
With various customized programs from the PIN system to replace, it takes a while to find a proper program
which functions with Banner, Miller said. Finding a program for online voting is a top priority, Morgan said.
Contact Thornton at casey.thornton@murraystlitc.cdu.

Trail Ride & Lunch
Fot tlteu ef yo• who rWe or bow of ft11Uies wht Rice to rlcle,
The Henry Ctanty Junler Uvestock Anoclttlon Is having their
annual Fall Trail Ride. There will be servlllt grilled hamburgers,
hot dogs, bolotnt w/triiiMittgs, dmert, tttd drb•b at noon.

Saturday, October 10th.
First ride out at 10 1.11.
Second ride out at 1:30 p.111.
$ 10/person or $2S/fa•llv
® Foster Heritage Ranch In Puryear,TN
Herses or WltHI ere WtleetH.

Also have DRAWINGS for really GOOD PRIZES!
Dlrectlorts:
Fro"' Murrow, ICY take 641 S. ll1to HIZII, KV, tun~ rltht ollto State
Une Road, go allout S-6 "'lies ud the rand! It ., the left, which It
Kayhlldall R.U.
All proeeMs so to tile J1111ler Uwesttclc Anocietlell Seh~Mmtp fu4.
For Ndltlt11al l..ton.atlolt CNtld:
Mlb Bnlll642-6618 « Cltris Btle... 24H~69., 731-44S.3887
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270-753-2088
TERRY D. CANERDY, D.V.M.
MICHELLE D. WESTERFELD
Small animal veterinary care,
surgery, dentistry,
exotic pets and boarding.
Prese:ut your Racercard Jor a
lO pern:nt discount off of your
first visit.
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Opinion Editor: Jodi Keen
Phone: 809-5873

Our view

Lecture variety
deserves bigger
attendance
The staff editorial is the majority
opinion of The News' editorial
board.
"Did you hear? Murray State is
bringing in speakers left and right
this year! Wait, Beyonce isn't on
the list? Nah, I'd rather stay home
and watch YouTube videos."
What is it going to take to get this
community to wake up to the
opportunities handed to it?
Valuable learning experiences in
the form of lectures are around
Murray State's every corner, yet
many members of its community
are either completely ignorant to
them or do not care enough to
. partake. While the University has
to listen to people complain there
is not enough to do in Murray, its
remedies to the problem go not
only unnoticed. but ignored.
Monday night, rapper and Public
Enemy co-founder Chuck D gave
a spirited presentation about race,
politics, the collegiate experience
and the current state of rap music.
The lecture was at Lovett Auditorium, a building that can accommodate more than one thousand
people. Monday, roughly 125 people showed up. There were so few
attendees, when Chuck D stepped
away from the microphone to
briefly address the crowd, be
could still be heard by all.
Class schedules, group meetings
and midterm preparation likely
caused a portion of Murray State
to miss Chuck D's lecture. What
about everyone else?
The speakers brought to Murray
State are so varied, any university
would be lucky to have them.
Poets, researchers, scholars and
international leaders have visited
campus to share their life experiences and wisdom. Their lectures
come in the form of literary readings, book signings, question-andanswer sessions and formal
speaking engagements. To say it is
the same old thing is plain wrong.
The University has limited funds
for speakers and does what it can
to make the most out of it. The
price the community pays to
attend most of these lectures?
Absolutely nothing. As Chuck D
said Monday, the cheapest price
you can pay is with your attention.
Some faculty members even offer
their students extra credit to
attend these lectures. Students
can tune in, gain wisdom AND
earn extra points on their grade,
so what is the excuse not to go?
Campus organizations pour valuable time and effort into contacting and booking speakers. Locations must be selected and
cleaned and security notified.
Posters, fliers and press releases
must be written and sent out. This
involves serious labor, negotiating
and man hours.
If the University community students, staff and faculty alike does not start attending these lectures, the administration may not
continue to shell out its few available dollars. In fact, it may get to
the point where high-profile
speakers are taken off the roster
altogether. If no one is willing to
attend their lectures, what is the
point of spending all that money?
Engaging speaking events will
dry up and just like that, Murray
will go from being a cultural center in western Kentucky to just
another small town with nothing
to do.
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Fihn explores Enron's blunders, what company got right
Most people
have
heard
of
Enron and
know it had
s o m e
embarrassing things
happen to
it.
What they
Chris
often overTanner
look
is
Assistant director, Enron was
Regional Business & responsible
Innovation Center for some
groundbreaking and innovative changes
within the energy and natural gas
industries.
On Oct 8-10, the documentary
"Enron: Smartest Guys in the
Room" will play at the Curris
Center theater. This documentary
was chosen by Cinema Interna·
tional director Mike Waag, in
conjunction with Murray State's
College of Business. There are
several benefits to sho~ng the
film in 2009. Taking a fresh look

at Enron can reveal valuable
lessons about today's economic
crisis.
First, for certain types of financial instruments, mark-to-market
accounting is often the most accurate and reliable price indicator.
Energy contracts closed on a particular day should be "marked" to
the "market" conditions of that
particular day.
Enron's troubles began in computing a value for some of their
more complicated financial con·
tracts. Enron further complicated
things by establishing a market
not only for the security, but also
for derivatives- that is, a "bet'' on
whether certain conditions within
the security would occur or not.
Furthermore, the problem with
the U.S. housing crisis is there is
still no way to get authentic house
pricing. Specifically, foreclosed
houses sit and languish on the
market for years because banks,
stuck with properties they don't
want, cannot get an accurate idea
of how low to go, or how much of
a loss they can sustain in selling

the foreclosed houses. Therefore,
the houses arc not "marked" to
"market."
Mark-to-market was not Enron's
main problem. It was its usc of
wildly complicated and exotic
derivatives. Almost the entire oil
and gas industry now uses markto·market accounting for their
energy contracts. Enron was the
first.
Second, some of Enron's financial mechanisms were so innovative. they were worthy of patent
protection. Post-Enron, the U.S.
Patent Office has established a
specific department dedicated
solely to examining patent applications in this area.
Third. in 1\.196, California began
implementing the deregulation of
its energy industry. This resulted
in an awful mess for California
between 2000 and 2002, such as
$2,900 utility bills, extensive
rolling blackouts and eventually
the recall of California's then·
Gov. Gray Davis.
Few people remember Enron
officials pleading with the state of
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did you attend Chuck D's lecture on Monday?
what was your impression of it?

lauraCash
News Editor • 809·4468
Jodi Keen
Opinion Editor • 809·5873
Charlotte Kyle
Features Editor • 809·5871

"Yes. (Chuck 0) is a bad·A M·f and
he co·founded Public Enemy. That's
reason enough to go to any lecture
he gives about anything. Period."

Sports Editor • 809·4481

Elizabeth Johnson

Daniel Milam· Memphis, Tenn.
freshman
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Alexandria Claypoole • Louisville,
Ky.
freshman

"No. I wanted to go because he is ...
respected in the rap game. I thought
it was pretty cool that he was here."

UPCOMING

The News Editorial Board

"No, there was a lot going on on
campus. It seemed interesting, (but)
I wasn't sure what it was about."

Cody Huffine • Franklin, Ky.
sophomore

California to change its system.
This is not to say Enron did not
abuse the California utility system. The state eventually implemented a much more limited and
controlled form of deregulation,
incorporating some of Enron's
suggestions.
Enron was not only correct, but
prescient. Observers should not
be misled by Enron's crash.
Everyone knows what Enron got
wrong. Almost no one pays attention to what Enron got right.
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without censorship or advance approval. The paper oHers a hands·on learning environment for students
interested In journalism. The campus press should be free from censorship and advance approval of copy
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The News Is prepared and edited by students and Is an official publication of Murray State University.
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Chuck D promotes higher education, benefits
Elalna Deren
Staff writer
Chuck D, co-founder of the hip-hop group Public Enemy,
spoke to more than 100 Murray State students in Lovett Auditorium Monday night on topics including race and American <:ulture.
"Celebrities arc the official drug in America right now," Chuck
said.
He said he wanted the audience to realize media should not
influence people. Chuck said culture and art unite the public as
human beings and people are fooled b)' modem-day culture.
"How real is reality TV?" Chuck said, "Can I reject what I see?"
He mentioned Kayne West's recent controversy at MTV's
Video Music Awards, when he interrupted Taylor Swift during
her acceptance speech for Best Female Video. Chuck related it to
a real issue~ that people do not buy music anymore.
"People say they're not going to buy his music an}'more,"
Chuck said. ''Nobody is buying music anyways."
He said there is a reason why hip-hop is no longer as popular.
"Hip hop is not dead but in a state of emergency," Chuck said.
"And it is because of bad public relations."
Throughout his speech, he gave advice to students.
"The cheapest thing you could pay is attention." Chuck said.
"Your life is whnt you make of it. Get your money and time's
worth while you're here nt Murray State."
I.arry Rascoe, sophomore from Evansville, Ind., said he
thought Chuck's speech was great.

Both Rascoe and McClellan said they came to the speech
because they arc fans of Public Enemy.
"It's a good experience to have a celebrity come talk to campus," Rascoe said. "It doesn't matter if it's Chuck D or Maroon 5.
It will put Murray on the map."
McClellan also thought it rare that a.. huge star like Chuck 0
would visit Murray State's campus.
"It will bring good publicity to the Murray State because he's
a historic hip·hop figure," McClellan said.
.l
Both students said Chuck made a positive impact throughout
his speech.
:
"He was very charismatic, and he knew what he wanted to get
across," McClellan said.
~
Rascoe said he enjoyed it because he didn't feel like he was sitting at a lecture. He said he thought he was actually talking with:..
hiDl.
~
"It was dear that he spoke from his heart and mind," Rascoe
said. "You could tell that it wasn't rehearsed, he engaged it into
a conversation."
Chuck said he has been making public speeches at differentl
universities for the past 20 years. He speaks to at least 30 cam·,·l
puses each year and has written three books. He bases his
speeches on one of his most famous books, "Fight the Power:
Race, Rap and Re:Uity.'' He also wrote "Chuck D: Lyrics of a Rap
Revolutionary," an autobiography that includes his interpretation of some famous songs and the me:mings behind them. He'li
also contributed a comic book based on Public Enemy.
"'
Contact Deren at claina.dcrcn@murraystatc.edu.

1
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Chuck Dof Public Enemy spoke to students Monday nloht about maklnQ
the most of their college experiences.
"I like the fact that he wasn't afraid to be brutally honest," Rascoe said.
Maurice McClellan, junior from Frankfort, Ky., also liked
Chuck's message.
"I thought it was informative and powerful," McClellan said.

Winslow renovated for late-night consumption options!
David Borum
Staff writer
Murray State Dining Services now
offers Winslow pizza for pick up and
a new Winslow setting for more
comfort.
This year's improvements indud·
ed renovations to Winslow Dining
Hall, new food products and the
brand new Winslow-to-go pizza.
''College students just love their
pizza," Richard 11ritz, director of
Dining Services, said. "Now we're
providing another service to get our
kids more of their favorite meal."
Until 9 p.m. the Winslow pizza
oven is used to make personal pan
pizzas. Fritz said though Winslow
sells as many as 300 personal pan
pizzas a night, there is still a demand
for more.
Starting this semester, students
can buy 16-inch (extra large) cheese
or pepperoni pizzas Sunday through
ThursMy with their meal P.lan.
The demand for a vegetarian pizza
is currently under consideration.
Alex Green, sophomore from
Mnyfield, Ky., is a senator from the

College of Health Science and
Human Services. He said the plan is
to offer more toppings and combinations of toppings as demand grows.
Nearly 50 percent of Murray State
students have meal plans, but slx out
of 10 students did not know it was
being offered, said Fritz. This
unawareness manifested in the lack
of initial orders. Fritz said there were
between 20 and 30 orders the first
week.
From Sunday through Thursday,
students can call 809·3492 from 9 -11
p.m. and order an extra large pizza
for carry out.
After dialing the extension, stu·
dents must provide their M number,
and payment for the pizza will be
deducted from their meal account.
"The cheese pizzas arc just five
buck~> and the pepperoni arc only six
dollars," Fritz said.
According to their respective Web
sites, a 16-inch Papa John's cheese
pina is $1258 and the pepperoni is
just over $14, while a 16-inch pepperoni from Dominos is well over $15.
Fritz said Murray State Dining is
not attempting to compete with

commercial pizza industries, but are
trying to add greater degrees of
value to Murray State meal plans.
Students can pick up their pizza at
the front door of Winslow fifteen
minutes after the order is placed.
But pizzas to go arc nut the only
new additions to Winslow Dining
Hall.
After summer renovations, a large
part of Winslow Dining Hall is now
carpeted and there are booths for a
more comfortable dine·in experience.
Mason Johnson, junior from Henderson, Ky .. said he noticed the new
carpet and booths in Winslow dining
hall.
"It really gives Winslow more of a
restaurant appeal," Johnson said.
Fritz said it is not uncommon for
Winslow dining hall to have more
than 700 students for dinner. Due to
overcrowding, Winslow moved its
deli line to what used to be storage
space, making room for two hot food
lines, instead of one.
"1 like how they have two lines,"
Johnson said. ''It makes things more
convenient when dealing with time."

Cody Huffine peers over the top of a box contalnlno a cheesy Winslow plna.
Green said changes to dJidng services arc always dune with stuoent
interests in mind.
According to Green, Murray State
is hiring a third party company to

rev~wins every dining venue on
campus to see what, if any, improvements can be made.
Contact Borum at david.borum@murraystatc.edu
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Mr. Jefferson
A-Nti TIUl

...

GIANT MOOSE

Dr. Lee Alan Dugatkin,
Distinguished University
Scholar and Professor of
Biology at the University
of Louisville. His work
has drawn considerable
media attention, garnering
full-length articles in The
New York Times, The
Washington Post, USA
Today and The New
Republic.

"Mr. Jefferson and the Giant Moose" is a tale of both natural history and American history. The story revolves around three fascinating individuals. One of
these characters, Thomas Jefferson, is known to every schoolchild. The other
two characters, 1) the French Count and world-renowned naturalist, GeorgeLouis Leclerc Buffon, who claimed that all life in America was "degenerate/•
weak and feeble, and 2) a very large, dead moose, are less well known, but equally important to the story. Their interactions lay at the heart of an amazing tale in
which Jefferson obsessed with a very large, very dead moose that he believed
could help quash early French arrogance toward a fledgling republic in America,
and demonstrate that a young America was every bit the equal of a well-established Europe.

FREE ADMISSION
Oct. 7, 2009 7:30 p.m.
Barkley Room, Curris Center
Reception to Follow • 809-3192
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Senior Harley Jette practices at the Pat Spurgin Rifle Range !arlier this year. The Racers began their season with a win over conference rival UT·Martln Sept 26. The rifle team heads to a competition at Ole Miss Saturday.

Rifte to eompete at Ole
'Kyra Ledbetter
Staff writer

•:• The

rifle t~m will head to Oxford, Miss.,
this weekend for the Ole Miss Invitational.
: The meet will feature Jacksonville State Uni:Versity. UT·Martln, University of Memphis,
h'cxas Christian University and Tennessee
~ech University, llmong other rifle "teams.
: The Racers had a good showing in last year's
iNCAA qualifier, but will be tested at Ole Miss.
: Tlw tl!:tm will match up against two All·
American shooters from the Texas Christian
squad, last year's No. 17 nationally ranked rifle

program in UT-Martin, and the third place
NCAA championship rifle team from Memphis
in the upcoming competition.
wEverybody's tough right now," Head Coach
Allan Lollar said. "We've got a lot of work
ahead of us. We have something to prove."
The Racers successfully placed two of its
members on the All-Ohio Valley Conference
team last year at the le:tguc rifle champi·
onships in Cookeville, Tenn.
Also, senior gunman Kasey Meyer was
named a National Rifh.· Association Ali-Ameri·
can.
"We just want to continue to get better week

by week. all year long," Lollar said. "Hopefully
we'll be in good shape h)' the end of it."
This season, the Murray State rifle team is
comprised of seven underclassmen and two
seniors after graduating last year's senior Erica
Meece.
Lollar said the team's youth is no reason to
doubt their ability.
Last weekend's leading shooter in small bore
and air rifle competition was freshman Emily
Quiner, who won the 2009 American Legion
Junior Air Rifle National Championship last
month in Colorado. Q!Jin\·r holds several NRA
records in the smallhorc division.

Overall, Lollar said the team of rookie athletes is looking for consistency in their shoot·
ing.
"We're trying to be consistent," Lollar said.
"(They're) trying to shoot the best shot they
can each time, being consistent in the
approach. If not, you're just sort of guessing."
The Racer rifle team will play host a compe·
tition for the first time this season against the
University of Kentucky Sat., Oct. 24 at 8 a.m. at
the Pat Spurgin Rifle Range below Roy Stewart
stadium.
Contact Ledbetter at kyra.ledbetter@
murraystate.edu.

No.6 Virginia Tech led by
former Racer football coach
Kyle Rogers
IStaff writer

~

He may not he the most famous native son from Mount Airy,
but former Murray State football coach Frank Beamer has
rmade quite a name for himself in the world of college football.
Ironically, actor and C(1Jnedian Andy Griffith, who once did a
comedy bit nbout a country bumpkin seeing football for the first
i imc, .shares the same hometown with Beamer.
Beamer first came to Murray State as an assistant under Mike
!Gottfril!d, who is now an analyst for ESPN. When Gottfried left
,for Cincinnati, Beamer was promoted to head coach. In hls time
f.l t Murray State frum 1981-1986, Beamer compiled a 42-23·2
lrecord.
In May, Beamer returned to Murray to attend the inaugural
Woodsmen of the World Racers Legends' luncheon. There,
tacamer rccolk-cted his time at Murray State.
"I greatly appreciate being considered a legend at Murray
~.C.,

f

State and have a lot of fond memories of my time in Murray,"
Beamer said. "I think taking the job here, after some coaxing
from Ron Zook to take a look at the school, is the best move that
I ever made."
Zonk was the secondary coach at Murray State at the time
before following Gottfried to Cincinnati. He is now the head
coach at Illinois.
Beamer won the 1986 Ohio Valley Conference championship
and lost only seven games at Roy Stewart Stadium. He is fourth
in Murray State history in wins and winning percentage.
After winning the OVC title, Beamer received an offer he
could not refuse, the head coaching job at his alma mnter, Virginia Tech. Beamer left Murrar in 1986 and went to Blacksburg,
Va.
The Hokies struggled for the first six years under Beamer,
compiling a record of24-40-2. Since 1992, the Hokies have been
in a bowl game every year on top of winning three Big East titles
and three Atlantic Coast Conference titles.
In April 2007, Beamer was in the spotlight, for stepping up as
a leader during a tough time. Following the Virginia Tech campus shooting that left 33 dead, Beamer became a guiding force.
Beamer, who had been the public face of the university, immediately canceled practice and spent his time talking with his
players. other students and families.
"My mission right now is that Wl!'re not going to let one person come here nnd destroy what happens here every day,"
Beamer said the day after the tragedy. "We will not; we
absolutely will not. We cannot."
While Beamer has earned his fame on the sidelines in Blacks·
burg, those back in M.urray recognize what he did for the Rac-

ers.
wc~1ach

Beamer helped the Racer football team claim the title of Ohio Valley
~Conference co-champions In 1986.

Beamer is truly one of the greats in college football
and it's a privilege to have him back on campus," Athletic Director Alan Ward said before Beamer's arrival in May. "He is high·
ly regarded throughout the country, but especially here in Murray for all that he has accomplished. I truly appreciate Coach
Beamer's continued support of our program and his willingness
to be featured at our first Racer Legends' lunch."
Current Head Coach Matt Griffin said he takes pride in coach·

Photo courtesy ot Associated

VIrginiaTech Head Coach f rank Beamer coached at Murray State from •
1981·86 where he accumulated a42·23·2 record.
ing where Beamer once did.
''Everyone knows what an outstanding person and coach
Frank Beamer is.'' Griffin said. "The things he accomplished
here at Murray State and the success he had is a foundation we
still stand on today."
Beamer continues to support Murray State. He and his wife
Cheryl have a plaque inside the Racer football locker ro<iOl.•
alongside others who donated for its most recent renovation. . :
Contact Rogers at kyle.rogers@murraystate.edu.
, .. •
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Awindow of opportunity
With the days gdting shorter and temperatures decreasing,
it is finally starting te
feel like fall
Each week, The Nerd Elizabeth Johnson,
Leaves and acoFns
Elizabeth Johnson
Guest
Kristen
Miller
Kyte ROC)If'S
Ricky Martin. Greo Waddell and Kyle ROQers,
are starting to fall at\d
Sports Editor
Sports writer
Sports layout desloner
veteran hunters kno\¥
plus a special ouest will face off in a heated
Last week: 6-3
List weelc 5-.4
Last week: 6-3
Season record: 24-12
round of pick 'em.
Season Recont 25-11
Season Rtcord: 25-11
--~---- autumn antlers wUI
Steve
start showing themMIUer
selves more as thi!
Outdoor columnist trend continues.
With gun seasons
No. 3 Alabama at Kentucky
penciled for later cal:.
endar days, bowhunters will get the fH'st
crack at harvesting a trophy buck.
Still, some bowhunters will wait until
the rut comes closer and miss out on •a
No. 4 LSU No. 18 GeorQia
golden prospect to claim a deer in the nett
few weeks. But, I believe deer may tulve
the highest exposure to bowhunters in thiS
time period.
~
Cooler temperatures succ~ in making
No. 1 USC at No. Z4 california
your stay in a treestand less of a chore
compared to the first part of the season.
Hunting pressure is still limited becaUsl:
' the deer have not yet witnessed the flood
of traffic and gunshots through the woods
No. 8 Oklahoma at No. 11 Mlama (Aa.)
that will accompany firearm seasons in •the
weeks to come.
The deer are still following predictable
patterns because the distractions ofthe'i-ut
have not yet entered their mind. All these
UCLA Stanford
aspects align in a small window of time·I
like to call the "perfect storm" for the dedicated archery bone collector.
•
Just as the cooler weather has made
maneuvering in the woods and your tiictt
No. ZZ MichiQan MichiQan State
in the field more enjoyable, so it has ior
the deer. They wUI stay out in the open for
longer in the mornings and venture from
their sheltered bedding areas a little earller in the evenings.
·'
No. Z1 Ole Miss at Vanderbilt
The cooler weather coupled with the
absence of gun hunters, may give archers
their best chance at a trophy deer all season, even more so than when the rut
arrives. Soon, the ringing of gunshots in
No. 9 Ohio State at Indiana
the woods will force deer back into nocturnal patterns.
1
'
~--.....,"'WWI~~...,.---t---~~--i.....,'Z'IIIII - - - - - 1-l , ~~ ~ic ~~terisric of pr~rut
bowhunting is the ability to pattern deer
movement.
No. 15 Penn State at Illinois
Hopefully you did some scouting in the
last few weeks, because if one word
expresses deer behavior before the rut, it
i._,redictable. Bucks will travel together in
Members of the
for five in tournament play.
1 virtual serenity, and does will be with their
Racer volleyball
Hunt said he and the team are lookfawns.
•
teaman}ue a call
ing forward to the competition and
With rutting behavior nonexistent, foba,
from the bench
expect to continue their streak.
water and shelter motivate early season
"It's always good to play at home on
In a match earli- deer movement.
your own course," Hunt said. WWe've
These calm deer are very predictable
er this season at
got 14 teams of what I consider a good
this
time of year, and with a little homeRacer Arena. The
regional field, teams like SIU and some
work,
their movements throughout the day
team plays host
(Ohio Valley Conference) schools:
can be patterned to a tee.
to UH4artln
Tennessee Tech, (UT) Martin. MoreIf you follow the expected deer behavior
today at 7 p.m.
head (State) and some Nashville
for this time of fall, you should see actiVity. For morning and evening hunts, find a
schools like Belmont.
ul expect us to do very well. In fact
good trail that connects bedding area$ to
I really expect us to win. We've got a
food and water sources. The same strategy
Greg Waddell
good record going and I'd like to keep
can be used in the morning.
'
Staff writer
it going."
By hunting early and late you will see
the most deer. Place a stand over a trail
Last year's tournament, which the
After last we~kend's No. 6 finish in
Racers won by 10 strokes, brought out
and intercept deer as they move from bedthe Sea Trail Intercollegiate, the men's
with senior setter Cassie Ches- ding to feeding areas and vice versa.
some of the best in Murray State play- Kyra Ledbetter
golf team returns to the course Monney back from injury in her starters as three golfers finished in the top Staff writer
During the day, your best bet may be to
day to kick off the Murray State Fall
ing position will help secure a stalk bedding areas. This can be extremely
five.
Invitational at Miller Memorial Golf
After an unsuccessful weekvictory against UT-Martin.
Junior Cameron Carrico shot rounds
tough because you are going to the deer
Course.
The ~kyhawks will prove a instead of them coming to you. This means
of 64-71-72 while senior Chris Griffin end of travels, the Murray State
The Racers arc putting their previchallenge for the Racers, who I quiet movement, scent control and stealth
tied him for second with scores of 69- volleyball team will play at home
ous match behind them and look to
against UT-Martin today at 7
have been predominately unsuc- Is important.
68-70 for overall scores of 207.
improve.
cessfuJ this season with an overSenior golfer Jared Wolfe finished p.m..
With this predictability in mind, it is
Head Coach Eddie Hunt said the
The Racers defeated UT-Marall record of 2-12 after last week- important to be patient. Do not take a shot
just one stroke behind his teammates
team was disappointed in its play in
end's Joss.
to claim the No. 5 spot. shooting 67-68- tin, who is 6-8 overall in 1-4 in
that doesn't have a high chance of conNorth Carolina and looks to change
conference play, last year in the
"(UT-Martin) has that ability to necting. You can be fairly sure if you sfi«! a
73 in the three-round tournament.
things before Monday.
be really strong," Schwepker deer once, you will see it again.
Hunt said the team looks to continue first game of the Ohio Valley
"That (was> a great golf tournament
said. "I don't know which team's
a streak of dominance but will also try Conference Tournament In
Do not make your presence known· 'to
and had a good field but we had a cougoing to get out there and fight the deer until you have a good shot. If yt>u
to capture an individual championship straight sets, going on to place
ple of things happen to us," Hunt said.
second in the tournament.
the most and play the hardest."
for the first time.
do, that deer may change its patterns and
"I think after the first day we could
"If we want to be in any conThe Racers which fair better at move to a different area.
"As a team we've had this tournahave finished in the top three or four
home beat Eastern Illinois and
ment six years and we've won the tour- tention this year we need to win
Early October is a prospectful time for ·
but we just came up a little bit short.
Ea~tern Kentucky universities
nament each year. but we've never had that match," Head Coach David
whitetail hunters. In short, it's a time ilf
"We've always started off slow and
during their last stint at Racer wonder for the whitetail enthusiast, and
one of Murray State's players to win Schwepker said. "The girls are
had a bad first round. Then we come
Arena, lost only to Morehead the only period of our long deer season
the tournament as an individual," Hunt going to have pressure on them.
back and play a good second and third
State.
said. "I think that that's our goal this We have to play hard because
which may be more appealing than the nit.
round. So we're trying to get a good
Murray State will continue
year is to try and see if we can't win the that's how it's going to be if we
I can't think of a better way to spend'tlie
attitude of trying to tum it on and I
their season with another home long weekend of Fall Break than in a treetournament plus have one of our play- want to win the conference."
think that will help us quite a bit."
After losing to last year's OVC
game on Tuesday at 7 p.m. stand hunting unpressured, active and
ers win the individual title. We have
The Murray State Fall Invitational.
against Lipscomb University.
champion Tennessee Tech on
enough talent to be able to do that."
partly predictable deer.
has been held annually since 2004.
Contact
Ledbetter
at
Contact Waddell at gregory. Saturday, the Racers are hoping a
Contact Miller at steven.millfr@
The meet has seen the Racers go five
more stable defensive line up
lcyra.ledbetter@murraystate.edu.
murraystate.edu.
waddell@murraystate.edu.
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Volleyball returns home
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Calloway Garden/Essex Downs Apartments
1505 Diuguid Drive • Murray, KY 42071

270-753-8556
TDD 1-800-545-1833 Ext. 283
One- and two-bedroom apartments

RRST FULL MONTH FREE!
Accepting Applications

Office Hours 8 a.m. - noon
1 p.m. 5 p.m.
J

Do you Tweet?
If so, keep up with The News' sports desk at
twitter.com/MSUNewsSports
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The News

Features Editor: Charlotte Kyle
Phone: 809-4468

Tbt lief Cooler
National news and gossip that's sure
to spice up your lunch conversation
Information and photos from
the Associated Press
Compiled by Charlotte Kyle
'Talent' winner plays hometown
"America's Got
Talent"
winner
Kevin Skinner gave
a free two-hour
concert to a hometown crowd before
heading to Las
Vegas to headline
his new show.
Saturday night
6,000 people gathered to watch him
perform in the
Graves County High
School gymnasium.
The Paducah Sun reported afterward,
hundreds of fans stood in line in the gym
and waited for the country singer's autograph. One even brought along a 1991
Graves County High School yearbook
with Skinner's picture - sporting a mullet.
"I'll tell you the only difference with
things now,'' his sister Jennifer Skinner
said "Now if I want to talk to my brother,
I have to get in line."

Photos hy Iordi(• OctkeniThe News

Jane Etheridge, directi>r of the Women's Center, plays finger cymbals during Monday's bellydanclng class. Props such as these are used to enhance performances.

Bellydancing club
continues to grow ·

Jackson documentary screenings sellout
Advance screenings to the music documentary "Michael Jackson: Tltis Is It"
sold out within two hours Sunday. Fans
lined up three days in advance to purchase all 3,000 tickets to the Los Angeles
shows.
The documentary opens nationwide
Oct. 28, but fans will get a sneak peek the
night before in screenings at the new
Regal Cinemas Stadium 14. For the theater's grand opening, the cinema will
show "This Is It" on alll4 screens.
Directed by longtime Jackson collaborator Kenny Ortega, "This Is It'! draws on
hundreds of hours of footage as Jackson
prepared for a series of London concerts
for which he was rehearsing before his
death on June 25.

JamleBooth
Contributing writer

'Jon & Kate Plus 8' to be 'Kate Plus Eight'
TLC announced
Tuesday "Jott &
Kate Plus 8" will
soon be "Kate Plus
Eight."
The title change
will reflect those in
the Gosselin household following the
couple's divorce
announcement.
The
renamed
show, which begins
Nov. 2, will continue to chronicle the
lives of the Gosselin kids (5-year-old sextuplets and 8-year-old twins) but will also
focus on Kate's role as a single mother.
The series airs Mondays at 9 p.m. EDT.

Gayle honored with Hollywood star
Singer Crystal Gayle will receive a star
on the Hollywood Walk of Fame Friday.
Gayle was voted female vocalist three
times by the Academy of Country Music
and twice by the Country Music Association. She also won a Grammy for her signature song, "Don't It Make My Brown
Eyes Blue."
Gayle is the younger sister of country
legend Loretta Lynn.
Her star will be the 2.390th star at the
location. Country singer Tanya Tucker
will speak at the event.

Etheridge instructs the class during Monday's bellydancing lesson.

The Price Doyle Fine Arts Dance Studio was taken over Monday by members
of the Murray State Bellydancing Club. Though this was only the club's second
practice this semester, the studio was fllled with more than 40 dancers.
The club, started in 2007, has grown every semester. Their first practice
brought in more than 30 new students along with some return,ing members
from last year.
Meetings include warm-ups and stretching exercises, reviewing basic moves,
as well as learning new steps and techniques. New students are personally
given a review of what other students have already learned before joining the
main group for new instruction. A routine is taught at the end of the class incorporating everything the students have learned so far.
Rachel Loomis, junior from O'Fallon, Ill., is the student instructor of the club
and has been a member since its beginning. She leads the group in warm-ups,
review and basic bellydancing moves, as well as helping teach routines.
•
"Anyone is welcome to come. but you must dance," Loomis said.
To enforce this, she,walks around the studio checking everyone's progress
and helping those who need it.
The club brought in a guest instructor Monday, Barbara Mya from California.
She has been bellydancing for almost 30 years and has taught many of the leading dancers in the art, she said.
"Learning from each other is very important in bellydancing," Mya said.
To employ this concept, she moved all the students into a circle and gave a
brief talk on the history of bellydancing.
"Some students will be really good at one move and really foul at another."
Myasaid.
The meetings involve a good amount of exercise, especially in tht: abdominal
region. Isolation of the stomach muscles is key in bellydancing, and getting the
hang of the basics takes strong muscles and a lot of practice, Mya said.
However, Jane Etheridge, director of the Women's Center and the club. said.
"This is a dance class, not an exercise class."
The club held a performance in spring 2007 and Etheridge said she is hoping
to present another performance this spring.
,
It is free for anyone to join the club at any time. Meetings are held in the
Price Doyle Fine Arts Dance Studio. located on the second floor of the Old Fine
Arts Building, every Monday at 6:30. Prospective members need to come
dressed to dance and ready to have fun.
Contact Booth at jamie.booth@murraystate.edu.
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RSEC, Lovett Live prepare for this week's showS:
Robin Phelps
Features writer

Murray State students and their parents
will have something to sing to on Saturday
at the Kansas concert at the Regional SpeKitaen arrested for DUI in California
cial Events Center.
: Police in CaliforWith the late-l970s hits "Carry on My
nia said former
Wayward Son" and "Dust in the Wind,"
actress
Tawny
Kansas topped the Billboard charts and had
Kitaen was arrested
people across the country belting the lyrics,
for driving under
"I close my eyes, only for a moment, then
,the influence.
the moment's gone ... "
Newport Beach
The days of air guitar may return on Satpolice Sgt. Shontel
urday at 8 p.m. in the Regional Special
Sherwood
said
Events Center when the rock band is joined
,Kitaen, 48, was
by .38 Special.
arrested at about 3
According to their official Web site, .38
p.m.
Saturday
when
Special.
a Southern rock band formed in
1
Tawny
officers suspected
' 1977 in Jacksonville, Fla., has had hit songs
she had been driincluding "Hold on Loosely" and "Caught
Kitaen
:ving her Range
Up In You."
:Rover under the influence of alcohol or
Tickets are $29.50 for students with a Rac-drugs. Kitaen was still in custody early
t:rcard and $37.50 for the general public.
Saturday evening.
Doors to the RSEC will open at 7:30 p.m.
William Briggs, an attorney who has
After recl)vering from the Kansas and .38
previously represented Kitaen, did nor
Special concert, music lovers can enjoy the
!immediately return a message seeking
Avctt Brothers who will perform Monday at
:Comment.
Lovett Auditorium.
; Kitaen recently appeared on the VHl
Ll)vctt Live, one of Murray State's
'reality show "Celebrity Rehab with Dr.
providers for musical entertainment, wiU
'Drew." She flrst found fame appearing in
host the trio at 7:30 p.m.• giving the band a
1980s music videos for Whitesnake.
venue for their last stop before a break on

the band's cross-country tour.
Since the band's beginnings, it has formed
into what Matt Parker, house manager for
Lovett Auditorium, describes as a polished
sound.
"It was a fast, nasty, screaming kind of
country romp," Parker said. "They've kind
of evolved over the last eight years."
Since then, the band's Carolina bluegrass
roots have formed an Indie sound.
"Students who love Ben Folds, Damien
Rice and who are into song writing in general, will like the Avett Brothers," Parker
said.
The Avett Brothers will bring their sound
to Murray and share songs from their new
album, "1 and You and Love," which •
debuted this week.
Parker said Murray State is ahead of the
national curve and will hear about the band
before they become more popular with the
rest of the country.
"I would expect them to take off with
their career after this," Parker said. "Their
names will be on everybody's lips in the
next couple of months. They will have
potential to be a household name."
Tickets can be purchased at the door
before the concert, online at ticketmaster.com or at the Regional Special Events
Center. The cost is $25.
Photo courte5y of myspace.com/aveubrothers
Contact Phelps at robinj.phelps@
The Avett Brothers perform Monday In Lovett Auditorium.
murraystate.edu.

10 a.m.- 2 p.m. Oct. 7, 2009
3rd floor Curris Center
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Experience.
Innovation. Expertise.
The true strength of our company
lies in the vast experience, the
boundless ingenuity, and the
unmatched expertise of our
employees. Whatever your project
-tunneling, bridge building, or
maritime construction - count on
the people of Traylor Bros., Inc. to
deliver innovative, reliable, and

llding America Safely.
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career Services also offers:

The
cooperative
Education/
Internship program at Murray State
University is designed to assist students in developing an understanding
• Mock lnter41ews
• fJnployment Opportwlltles
of human relationships and the psychology of the work place, while pro• Cner CounselnQ
• Job Search Information
viding hands-on work experience in
an academic major.
• On-Cantpus lntemews
Fills
The extension of classroom training in a profession adds
unique
• KHW Worle"SfuW ~
• Online
climension to the preparation of a
career.
.. NiiiiOnll studant Eidalnge ProQrlm
By participating in this program,
Murray State students have the
with the program, and many students
makes no guarantees as to practice
opportunity to apply skills and
assignments
or earnings, they make
on
to
obtain
full-time
employment
.
go
knowledge learned in the classroom
every
effort
to
place students to their
upon
graduation.
to actual on-the-job training. In addiMSU
Career
Services
educational
advantage.
Through
the
tion, they may earn up to six hours of
office, work experiences are made
Since the Cooperative Education/
elective credit toward graduation.
Internship
program at MSU is flexiavailable
through
businesses,
indusSince the program's inception in
nonble,
students
have a choice between
tries,
educational
institutions,
1975, by the MSU Board of Regents, it
profit,
governmental
agencies,
and
working
multiple
semesters in an
has grown to include all academic
or combination
alternating,
parallel
research
organizations
located
areas and averages 500 students in
program during the Fall, Spring or
throughout the United States and
annual participation. Currently, there
Summer term.
abroad. Although the University
arc over 1000 employers associated

•career
Rea'ultlno

a

A hospital asks'' lot ofits nurses. It 11sks them to

mtlllll.f!.t

Work experiences can range from
formal to informal, paid to voluntary,
part-time to full-time, for one or
more semesters. The typical program
will involve faculty/student/employer
interaction to establish requirements
for successful completion of the program. These requirements may vary
with each academic department.
Some departments have required
programs built into their curriculum.
Credit hours and grading standards
also vary with academic departments.
The Career Services office acts as a
liaison between the organization hiring the student, the academic department, the university and the student.
Through the resources provided in
the office, students are able to identify potential Coop or Internship
opportunities. For additional information on the Cooperative Education
and Internship prog~am contact Ray
Karr;1ker
at
270-809-3117 or
ray.karraker@murraystate.edu.

the medical needs ofmultipk

patients, to put in kmg hours and to ~ it all with a smil~. For t1ll ofthis, tvhttt does a
bospital giue h1 retum? At U"~stem Bapti!t Hospital. nursl'.s enjoy compairive snk1ry
and bmefin, on-site day rure, gmerous shift diffirentinls and tuition ~imbursemmti.
Career tkvekJpmmt is mcouraged with a rlinicalladder program and test foe paymmt for one ruuional specialty rertification.
You got into nursing btcause yott believe in healing and taking care ofpeopk.
Visit U'fStnnbaptist.com or phonr (270) 575~2727 to lt>arn more about a ho)pital that
will take care ofyou.

A ho6pital where caring

~or

patient6
begin6 with caring bor nur6e6.
J•

~i=

WESTERN

&dJsrwe.m:mhapth1
HOSPITAL
.com
'r

TI·eadng you wl'll

l
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6
Recruiters
atthe2009
Fall Career Fair
• Industry: Insurance
Jobs Being Recruited: Account Representative
Majors Being Recruited: Business
Administration; Finance; Management;
Marketing; Organizational Communication;
Mass Communications; Independent Studies;
General Studies; Undeclared
• Ag Connections, Inc.
Industry: Agriculture/ Fanning/Agribusiness;
Technology - Other
Majors Being Recruited: Computer Information
Systems: Computer Science: Agribusiness:
Agricultural Science; Agronomy
• ApiGold Hybrids
Industry: Agriculture/Fanning/Agribusiness
fobs Being Recruited: District Sales Manager;
Sales Interns
Majors Being Recruited: Agribusiness;
Agricultural Science; Agronomy
• American Cellular Verizon Wireless
Industry; Retail/Merchandising
Jobs Being Recruited: Sales Representatives;
Managers
• Archer Daniels Midland Company
Industry: Agriculture/Farming/Agribusiness
Jobs Being Recruited: Occupational Safety &
Health Intern; Grain Terminal Operations
Manager (FT & Intern); Commodity
Merchandiser (FT & Intern): Construction
Engineer (FT & Intern); Elevator Manager (FT
& Intern)
Majors Being Recruited: Business
Administration; Economics; Agribusiness;
Agriculture Mechanization; Occupational Safety
& Health; Construction Engineering Tech;
Mechanical Engineering Tech
• Arkansas State University
Industry: Academic
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
• Associated Electric Cooperative. Inc. <New
Madrid, MO)
Industry: Energy/Utilities
Jobs Being Recruited: Safety Intern
Majors Being Recruited: Occupational Safety &
Health
• BB&T
Industry: Fmance/Banking - Other
• Bell & Associates Construction. LP
Industry: Construction
Jobs Being Recruited: Project Engineers;
Superintendents; Project Managers
Majors Being Recruited: Civil Engineering
• Bethel Univenity (formerly Bethel College)
Industry: Sreg.industry.displayValue
• Brigs & Stratton
Industry; Accounting: Engineering Environmental; Engineering - Electrical;
Engineering - Industrial; Engineering Mechanical; Human Resources; Manufacturing;
Engineering - Manufacturing: Corporation
Majors Being Recruited: Accounting;
Occupational Safety & Health:
Electromechanical Engineering Tech;
Engineering Graphics & Design; Environmental
Engineering Tech; Industrial & Engineering
Tech; Mechanical Engineering Tech
• Bristol Broadcastias (WKYQ, Double Q.
Electric 96.9, WLLE)
Industry; Other
Jobs Being Recruited: Website Design: Re;orter
on-air/Website; Radio Personality; Sales
Account Executives
• Bunse North America
Industry: Agriculture/ Fanning/ Agribusiness
Jobs Being Recruited: Accountant; Engineer;
Management Trainee: Merchandiser
Majors Being Recruited: Accounting; Busines§
Administration; Finance; Economics:
Agribusiness

• C.A. Jones Mplt Group, UC
Industry: Private Firm
Jobs Being Recruited: Programmer: Systems
Analyst: Human Resources Assistant; Customer
Service Representative; Data Entry Clerk
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
• Campus Suites
Industry; Other
Jobs Being Recruited: Pan time Maintenance;
Community Assistant
o Carpenter Company
Industry: Manufacturing
Jobs Being Recruited: Managmimt Trainee
Majors Being Recruited: 'Business
Administration; Industrial Education; Industrial
& Engineering Tech; Manufacturing Technology
• Carpenter Wright EnglnN>\"1, PLLC
Industry: Engineering· Other
Jobs Being Recruited: Drafter; Designer
Majors Being Recruited: Architectural
Engineering Tech; Civil Engineering; Industrial
& Engineering Tech
• CGB Entapriles, Inc.
Industry; Agriculture/Farming/Agribusiness
Jobs Being Recruited: Grain Merchandiser
Trainee: Operations Mgt Trainee: Asst
Accounting Mgr Trainee: CTLC Mgt Trainee
Majors Being Recruited: Accounting; Business
Administration; Agribusiness; Agricultural
Science; Agriculture Mechanization
• City of Munay, Kentucky
Industry: Government - Other
• CNA Insurance
Industry: Insurance
Jobs Being Recruited: Risk Control Trainee
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
• Commonwealth Health Corporation
Industry: Healthcare - Other
Jobs Being Recruited: Registered Nurses:
Physical Therapist: Physical Therapy Assistant
Majors Being Recruited: Nursing
• Computer Services, Inc.
Industry; Finance/Banking - Other; Thchnology ·
Other; Telecommunications
Jobs Being Recruited: Summer 2010 Interns:
Software Engineers; Networking Professionals
Majors Being Recruited: Computer Information
Systems; Computer Science;
Telecommunications Systems Management
• ConAan Foods. Inc.
Industry: Consumer Products
Jobs Being Recruited: Environmental Health &
Safety Intern
Majors Being Recruited: Environmental
Engineering Tech; Environmental Regulartory
Affairs
• Dynedcs
Industry; Defense
Majors Being Recruited: Computer Science;
Engineering Physics; Mathematics
• Enterprise rent-a-car
Industry: Aviation/Aerospace
Jobs Being Recruited: Mgmt Trainee; Mgmt
Trainee Intern
Majors Reing Recruited: Accounting; Business
Administration; Economics; Management:
Marketing; Organizational Communication;
Public Relations: Mass Communications:
Agribusiness
•Futenal Industrial and Construction Supply
Industry; Construction
Jobs Being Recruited: Business Management;
Sales Management
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
• Fllntco, Inc.
Industry; Construction
• Freudenberg Filtration TeclmOJogiea, LP
Industry: Manufacturing
Jobs Being Recruited: Heath, Safety &
Environmental; Accountant: Process Engineer
Majors Being Recruited: Accounting; Business
·
Administration: International Business;
Engineering Science; Environmental Rcgulanory
Affairs: Manufacturing Technology; Mechanical
Engineering Tech; Human Services
• Goodyear TJ.l'e and Rubber Company
Industry: Manufacturing
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Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
• Murray State University Innovation and
Commercialization Center
Industry; Consulting · Technology
• Murray State Univenity ROTC
Industry: Other
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
• Murray State University Small Business
Development Center
Industry: Government - Other
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
• Murray State University WXMS-PM
Industry: Communications/Media- Other
Jobs Being Recruited: Student interns
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
• Heritqe Bank
• Nuhville School of Law
Industry; Finance/Banking - Other
Industry; Law - Other; Legal Services
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
Majors Bemg Recruited: All Majors
• Home City Ice
o Owensboro Medical Health Systems, Inc.
Industry: Consumer Products; Food and
Industry: Heal thcare • Other: Nonprofit
Beverage; Manufacturing; RetaiVMerchandising; Organization
• Owensboro PoUce Depertment
'Ii"ansponation; Other
Jobs Being Recruited: Primary Route Salesman
Industry; Government - Other
Majors Being Recruited: AU Majors
Jobs Being Recruited: Police Officer
• ltemper CPA Group
Majors Being Recruited: AU Majors
Industry: Accounting
• Puchall T ruclt Lines
Majors Being Recruited: Accounting
Industry; Accounting; Finance/ Banking· Other;
• Kentucky Department of Fish and WUdlife
Telecommunications: Transportation: Other
Industry; Government - Other
• PCL Construction
• Kentucky Divi&ion for Air Q!Wity
Industry; Construction
lndu~try; Engineering - Other; Government Jobs Being Recruited: Health, Safety and
Other; Environment - Other
Environment Intern
Jobs Being Recruited: Environmental Engineers; Majors Being Recruited: Occupational Safety &
Environmental Technologist; Management;
Health; Civil Engineering
Program Coordinators: Environmental Scientist o Pella Corporation
Majors Being Recruited: Computer Science;
Industry: Manufacturing
Management: Chemistry; Engineering Physics:
Jobs Being Recruited: Depanment Manager
Engineering Science; Environmental
Majors Being Recruited: Business
Engineering Tech; Earth Science
Administration; Management: Organizational
Communication; Occupational Safery & Health;
• Kentucky Farm Bureau Insurance Companies
Industry; Insurance
Industrial & Engineering Tech; Manufacturing
Jobs Being Recruited: Agents: Claim Adjusters
Technology; Mechanical Engineering Tech;
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
Management of Technology; General Studies
• Kentucky State Police Headquarters
• PiJsrim'a Pride
Industry: Law - Enforcement/Security
Industry: Agriculture/ Farming/Agribusiness
Jobs Bein~ Recruited: TROOPERS; DISPATCH- Jobs Being Recruited: Processing Supervisor:
ERS; FORENSIC SCEINCE; LAB TECHS
Breeder Service Technician; Maintenance
• Kentucky Transportation Cabinet
Supervisor
Industry; Engineering - Other; Government Majors Being Recruited: Business
Other; Tralisportation
Administration: Management; Agribusiness;
Jobs Being Recruited: Transponation Engineer
Agricultural Education: Agricultural Science
Tech; Engineer Asst
• R.J. Griffin & Company
Majors Being Recruited: Civil Engineering:
Industry: Construction
Construction Engineering Tech; Engineering
Jobs Being Recruited: Internships; Project
Engineers: Assistant Superintendent~: Project
Science; Earth Science; Geology; Industrial &
Engineering Tech: Drafting & Design Tech; Pre- Saftey Managers
Engineering
Majors Being Recruited: Occupational Safety &
• Loulavllle Presbyterian Theological Seminary Health; Civil Engineering; Construction
Industry; Religion
Engineering Tech
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
• RiverValley Behavioral Health
• Mayfield-Graves County YMCA
Industry: Healthcare - Other
Industry; Nonprofit Organization
Jobs Being Recruited: RN: LPN; Therapists; Case
Jobs Being Recruited: Personal Trainer; Well ness Managers
Majors Being Recruited: Nursing; Social Work:
Coordinator; After School Site Director; After
School Care Giver; Various Pan time positions.
Psychology; Sociology; Clinical Psychology;
General Psychology
• Mediacom
Industry: Communications/Media- Other
• Saint Joseph HealthCare
Jobs Being Recruited: Residential Marketing
Industry: Healthcare ·Other
Jobs Being Recruited: Registered Nurses:
Specialists
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
Occupational Therapists: Physical Therapists:
• Metropolitan NuhvDle Police Department
Medical Technologists
Industry; Law - Other
Majors Being Recruited: Business
Jobs Being Recruited: Police Officer Trainee
Administration; Nursing; Pre-Occupational
• Missouri State Highway Patrol
Therapy; Pre-Medical; Pre-Pharmacy; PreIndustry: Law - Enforcement/Security
Physical Therapy; Medical Technology
• Samford University- McWhorter School of
Jobs Being Recruited: Probationary State
Trooper; Probationary Radio Personnel:
Pharmacy
Uniformed Civilian Personnel; Office Suppon
Industry; Education/Academia - Other
Staff
Jobs Being Recruited: Doctor of Pharmacy
(PharmD) Applicants
• Murray Calloway County Hospital
Industry: Healthcare- Other
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
Majors Being Recruited: Nursing; Pre• Sherwin Williams Company
Occupational Therapy: Pre-Medical; PreIndustry: Retail/ Merchandising
Physical Therapy; Medical Technology: Speech- Jobs Being Recruited: Management Trainee
Language Pathology
Majors Being Recruited: Economics;
• Murray State University Graduate Studies
Management: Marketing; .Liberal Ans; General
Industry; Academic
Studies
'
Majors Being Recruited: Occupational Safety &
Health; Electromechanical Engineering Tech:
Industrial & Engineering Tech; Mechanical
Engineering Tech
• Harrah's Metropolis Cuino and Hotel
Industry: Other
Jobs Being Recruited: Food & Beverage; Hotel
• Hawkins Researcll
Industry: Technology - Other
Jobs Being Recruited: Sales; Developer;
Customer Suppon; IT; Human Resources
Majors Being Recruited: Computer Information
Sy:;tems; Computer Science; Marketing;
Telecommunications Systems Management;
Technical Writing; Human Services
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• SITEX Corporation
• Ulrich Medical Concepts
Industry: Fashion; Hospitality; Other
Industry: Healmcare • Other; Technology jobs Being Recruited: Customer Service Route
Information Systems
Reprcsentatives;·Outside Sales Representatives;
Jobs Being Recruited: Education & Training;
Managmi!Ill Trainees
Healthcarc
Control Consultant
• United States N:my Corps of Engineers
Industry: Construction; Defense; Engineering Majors Being Recruited: Business
Administration; Occupational Safety & Health
Ocher; Government - Other: Sciences - Other;
Summit Consulting
Environment -Other
Industry: Insurance
Jobs Being Recruited: Engineering: Construction
Jobs Being Recruited: Underwriter Tr:linee; Loss Inspector Tech; Construction Control Rep;
Control Consultant
Safery Specialists: Physical Scientists
Majors Being Recruited: Business
Majors Ucing Recruited: Occupational Safery &
Health; Biology; Civil Engineering; Construction
Administration; Occupational Safety & Health
• Technology Partners
Engineering Tech; Engineering Physics;
Environmental Engineering Tech: Geology;
Industry: Technology - Other
Jobs Being Recruited: Softwar<! Developer;
Industrial & Engineering Tech
Biologist; Biotech Statistician
• United States Federal Bureau of Investigation
Majors Being Recruited: Computer Information (FBI)
Systems; Computer Science;
Industry: Government - Other
Jobs Being Recruited: Special Agent; Various
Telecommunications S>'Stems Management;
Agribusiness; Agricultural Science; Agronomy;
Professional Support Positions •
Animal Science; Technical Writing;
Majors Being Recruited: Accounting; Computer
Biochemistry; Biology; Chemistry; Molecular
Science: Finance; International Business;
Biology; Mathematics
Agricultural Science; Nursing; Criminal Justice;
Spanish; Biochemistry; Biology; Chemistry;
• Temp sPlus, Inc. • Employment Services
Industry: Human Resources
Molecular Biology; Electromechanical
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
Engineering Tech; Engineering Physics;
Engineering Science; Ma£hematics: Physics;
• Traylor Bros., Inc.
Global Studies; International Affairs
Industry: Construction
Jobs Being Recruited: Office/Field Engineer;
• United States Marine Corps
Safety Supervisor; Safety Intern; Engineer Intern Industry: Other
Majors Being Recruited: Occupational Safety &
Jobs Being Recruited: United States Marine
Heald!: Civil Engineering
Corps Officer
• Trover Health System
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
Industry: Healthcare - Other
Jobs Being Recruited: Registered Nurses
United States Navy Recruiting District St. Louis
Majors Being Recruited: Nursing
Industry: Government- Other

!be RSU Restonal Bus.ness llnnmtton Center
l

'be MSU Small Busjness DeYelopment Cen•er
lnYites you to the Fall caner Fair ~ ..

If you are interested in becoming an
Entrepreneur...stop by our boochs
and check out our services and see
what we can do for you!

•

•

•

•

Jobs Being Recruited: Officers
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
• United States Social Security Administration
Industry: Government · Other
Jobs Being Recruited: Contact Representative
United Systems & Software, Inc.
Industry: Technology· Other
• University of Tennessee Math Graduate
Studies Program
Industry: Oth~r
Jobs Being Recruited: Graduate Teaching
Assistant: Graduate Teaching Associate
Majors Being Recruited: Computer Science;
Biology; Molecular Biology; Mathematics;
Physics
• University of Kentucky Health Pr ofessions
Colleges
Industry: Education/Academia - Other
Majors Being Recruited: Dietetics, Nutrition &
Food Management: Communication Disorders:
Nursing; Exercise Science; Heald! & Physical
Education; Biology; Pre-Dentistry; PrePharmacy; Pre-Physical Therapy; Medical
Technology
• University of Louisville
Industry: Education/Academia- Other
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
• URS Washington Division
Industry: Construction; Engineering - Other
• WaJsreens
Industry: Retail/Merchandising
Jobs Being Recruited: Retail Management
Trainee; Retail Management Intern
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
• Walt Disney W orld
Industry: Arts & Entertainment - Other; Food
and Beverage: Hospitality;

Retail/Merchandising; Recreation/Parks/Sports;
Travel and Tourism
Jobs Being Recruited: Spring Internships
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
• Western Baptist Hospital
Industry: Healthcare ·Nursing
Majors Being Recruited: Nursing
• Western Kentucky University
Industry; Education/Academia· Other;
Academic
Jobs Being Recruited: information regarding
graduate programs available at WKU
Majors Being Recruited: All Majors
• Youth Villages
Industry: Non-Profit ·Other: Social/Human
Services - Other; Nonprofit Organization
Jobs Being Recruited: Entry-level Behavioral
Youth Counselor; Family CounselorE.xperienccd with Bachelors or Masters;
Bilingual Family Counselor
Majors Being Recruited: Communication
Disorders; Criminal Justice: Social Work;
Spanish; Psychology; Sociology; Child
Development; Education-Special
Education/Needs; learning & Behavior
Disorders; Social Science; Human Services;
Guidance & Counseling; Clinical Psychology;
General Psychology

To meet representatives
from these companies, come
to the Fall Career Fair!
10 am.-2 p.m.
Wed, Oct. 7
3rd floor Curris Center

iotd Unive·

C:;,'"~>-~

'~"J>~~

McWHORTER SCHOOL OF PHARMACY
Jon Parker
tudent Recruitment and Admissions Admlnistrato
205-762-4242
jmparker@samford.edu
1-877-279-0008

McWhorter School of Pharmacy Web Page
www.samford .edu/schools/pharmacy.html

• Admissions Information·
•

RB'?C

REGIONAL BUSINESS

& INNOVATION

CENTER
Some of the services we offer are:
• Business Stat1-Up Assistance• Funding Assistance
• Prototype development • Business Plan Assistance
• Patent Assistance• Marketing Assistance
•Idea feasibility analysis• Seminars and Workshop

Link to PharmCAS Application Site
Link to MSOP Supplemental Application
Link to MSOP Letter of Recommendation Forms
Link to Pre-Requisite Course Equivalency Guides for Area
Colleges and Universities
Pfizer Guide to Pharmacy Careers
www.pfizercareerguides.com/pdfs/pharmacy.pdf
PCAT Registration
www.pcatweb.info
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Career Services offers attire tips
Professional Attire for Women
Wear a dar1c or~ frUit (80fid or very
SUbUe pins1rlpes).

Suit

w.- aail It a clark cab {l*ld(.lli1IJ.
wan.ktllh ....... be a! 191

Shirt
Dress stir1s sflootd be SOlid, preferallly
white. Be S«Jre your shirt and
suit ate clean and pressed.

.l ne ~ .10 lull doeafl
. . .- . .. . fDillit

Tile!

Sl*t

ChcJoje muted COIOtS In
SOlid, striPeS. or small

~b!cu5e.

O...atrA~e.Miry. or

patterns.

Cu•lcs::

Shoes and socks:

... ~..-...am~bi!J

Be QJlllf:l N1M :nf lnielstali!ld

Leather, lace1Jp, or srrp-on
business shoes In a dark
oofoJ should !be worn wflh
dark colored socks 1hat are
mid-calf in hejgl1t. (You
don t want to show a patctJ
of Skin betWeen your
socks and pau When
you lit dowo.) Make
sure your slloes are
pollSiled and tile
heels aen't run oown.

naf'4CW~d'lrs

"'polifl.

SliDes .... hllifty:
- . . ~ puqlltr'dll

medium or br hel!lf fill daft
alb'. Shoes~ be~.
.... :IIDMI1 be.,
. _.....,_llraliery.

. . . .J!

....

--aM

jeW!frJ
a
nlilimum..A
walldl. a tJ
siiQie ~. aid lmll

HaJr and facial
hair:
All her should be neatly groomed.

a-~

Jewelry:
Awatch and we«ffno or school
ring are approp(131e. Some employ·
ers will not view ecrrfngs posrtivefy.

Meet the Career
Services staff
RossMeloan

Ray Karraker

Director

Cooperative
Education and
Internships

Regina
Hudspeth
Career
Specialist

LaurenSmee

Administrative
Secretary, NSE
program assistant

Career
counselor

Shirley Martin
Career Services Is located on the 2nd floor of OrdWay Hall.
Stop by to meet these staff members.

KHEAAworkstudy program
coordinator

